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Till   2019-03-04 

The finances will be good especially for some industries like IT body care products and 

entertainment industries. Thus the market indices will rise marginally. At the same time there 

may be water related natural incidents which may lead to diseases and other similar problems. 

Early action for crumbling water works will prevent huge losses.  

From   2019-03-04  -  2019-03-06 

The market indices will continue to rise and governmental sectors will do very well. The 

exchange value of dollar will rise against many currencies. Many mutual funds especially related 

to governmental investments will do very well. School children will get very beneficial news.  

From  2019-03-06  -  2019-03-09 

Employment numbers will look good especially skilled labor and blue collared workers. 

Travelling and tourism industry will be gaining and pick up very well with good income from 

these sectors. Manufacturing industries will employ more number of people. The markets will be 

bullish naturally.  

From 2019-03-09  -  2019-03-11 

This is one of the very good period for US trade especially about military hardware. It will sign 

and supply a huge contract of defence material with its friendly country and even others . This 

will give a very boig boost for US military technology and its internatio nal trade. Naturally the 

markets will be rising. 

From 2019-03-11  -  2019-03-15 

This is a good period for trade for US and it will conclude many useful deals and that will 

increase its income and improves the value of its goods. The visa modifications may occur 

making way for foreign  workers to enter and stay in US more easily and contribute to the 

economy of the country. 



From 2019-03-15  -  2019-03-20 

US will have its sciece and technology at a peak and will be applauded internationally. There 

will some very good break through in knowledge and it will get very good income by licensing 

to others.Academic and research organizations will get very good name and fame.  

From 2019-03-20  -  2019-03-25 

Manufacturing Industries will do well but the benefits can be seen only in long term. 

Employement in this sector will increase and they compete very well in quality and price 

internationally. The returrns will be long term in nature. The markets will be stationary. 

From 2019-03-25  -  2019-03-31 

The enemies within and outside the country will try to spoil the economy and stability of the 

countr. There may be covert and other activities to destroy the infra structure and other vital 

installations of the country. The markets will naturally will become bearish and it includes 

exchange markets also.  


